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Bandsaw Buyer’s Guide

BLADE GUIDES

Record Power Bandsaws 
All Record Power blade guides, apart from the BS250, 
are industrial style roller guides and feature wide surface 
areas for increased blade support and simple adjustment 
with good access and minimal need for tools. 

Other Bandsaws 
Many of our competitors use cheap roller bearings as 
blade guides, some of which are configured so as to 
offer minimal contact with the blade and consequently 
less stability and support. Often access to guides can 
be poor and fiddly with the need to use tools for most 
adjustments.

The blade guides (side guides) main job is to prevent the blade from twisting whilst cutting. 
Guides will need re-adjusting whenever different blade widths are fitted and often require 
tweaking even when the same width blade is used so ease of adjustment, good access and 
clear views are beneficial. Guides are set very close to the blade but should only touch when 
preventing the blade from twisting off course – at this point, good support over a wide 
surface area will provide the most accurate results.

Record Power Bandsaws 
Our tensioning systems vary throughout the range, each 
designed carefully and specifically to provide ample 
tensioning ability for the machine. The heavier duty 
machines feature a strong sprung system with top slides 
as shown opposite, with cam action tension release. 

Other Bandsaws 
Many of our competitors use lighter duty springs and 
top slides that simply will not provide adequate tension 
on their larger bandsaws – especially on wider blades. 
Their wheels may be able to take wide blades but 
without enough tension they will not be able to cut 
accurately with wide blades. 

Probably the most important factor for accurate straight cutting. Even a good quality blade 
with inadequate tension will not cut straight or accurately. The springs and slide mechanisms 
in the top bandwheel box need to be strong enough to apply pressures up to 20,000 psi and 
the frame of the machine needs to be strong and rigid enough not to distort under  
those pressures.

BLADE TENSIONING

MOTORS

Record Power Bandsaws 
Record Power motors are designed to provide ample 
power for the capacities of the machines and are fan 
ventilated, quiet induction motors. We always make the 
output ratings of our bandsaw motors very clear where 
most of our competitors only quote the input rating – 
often without specifying which it is. Ensure you always 
get an accurate output rating when comparing machine 
specifications because this is the most meaningful spec 
and will be lower than any quoted input ratings. 

Other Bandsaws 
Many of our competitors use lower powered motors for 
the same capacities as Record Power machines which 
may cause the machine to struggle at the larger end and 
shorten the life of the motor. 

Of course the motor provides all the power so a good quality motor with plenty of power is 
desirable. The more deep cutting you intend to do the more power you will require.
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Record Power Bandsaws 
Record Power are famous for their extensive use of high 
quality cast grey iron – and our bandsaw tables are no 
exception. Large and heavy for maximum support, our 
tables are finely ground to a polished finish to minimise 
friction, and the premium range have mitre slots on 
either side of the blade to enable a wide variety of 
angles to be cut with ease. The premium range trunnions 
are a one piece double sided casting for rigidity 
featuring a rack and pinion table tilt to make accurate 
angles easy to achieve – even one handed. The trunnion 
sits on a plate on the top of the bottom bandwheel box 
and features jacking screws to make accurate leveling 
an easy task.  

Other Bandsaws 
Many of our competitors use smaller tables with roughly 
machined surfaces that can impede the progress of 
the work-piece. Most have only one mitre slot to the 
right of the blade, making mitres on wide work-pieces 
impossible to achieve and most do not have rack and 
pinion tilt mechanisms so have to be tilted by hand. This 
can be difficult to do accurately on larger machines with 
heavier tables and you often get movement just as you 
try to nip it in position whilst only supporting it by hand.

The table is the support and working area of the bandsaw. Along with the rip fence it is also 
the datum from which many cuts will be taken so a smooth, strong and flat surface is clearly 
a great advantage. It is also important that the table can be set accurately at 90º to the blade 
so a solid mount on top of the frame with good adjustment is a great benefit.

TABLES

Record Power are clear market leaders in high quality bandsaws 
for the serious woodworking enthusiast. Between Record Power 
and Startrite we combine well over 85 years of experience in 
the design and manufacture of high quality Bandsaws with an 
emphasis on ease of use and longevity. We are still supporting 
machines in the field well over 30 years old. When you buy one 
of our machines you can be confident of long term performance 
and support.


